Use these signs for messages when you are on the trail. Chalk them on stones or scratch them on dry earth. They are based on the picture writing used by Sioux Indians, who scratched messages on dried animal skins and pieces of tree bark.

**Time of day**
- MORNING
- NOON
- EVENING
- DAY
- NIGHT

**Weather and landscape**
- GRASS
- ROAD
- RAIN
- SUN
- LAKE
- RIVER
- SEA
- TREE
- FOREST

**Camp**
- HIDEOUT (CAMP)
- CAMPFIRE
- RATIONS
- MEETING
- DISCOVERY
- MANY (HEAP)

**Describing people**
- MAN
- WOMAN
- FRIENDS (BROTHERS)
- SAME GANG (SAME TRIBE)

**Describing actions**
- HUNGRY
- EAT
- FLEE
- TALK
- SEE
- HEAR
- STRONG

**Other useful signs**
- FAR AWAY (3 DAYS JOURNEY)
- NEAR OR NEARBY
- NO OR NOT (DEATH)
- HOUSE
- TOWN
- BAD
- COME OR BRING
- REACH OR REACHED
- PEACE